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There is no telling what the American presidency may
mean after the New York Times aftershock editorial of regicide
in the White House. Or yet can anyone suppose that former
president Barack Obama’s, belief in the transformative moment
is anything but an affirmation of a fraudulent presidency in
which the corporate sector has taking over the reigns of
American political power. There can be no denying -- even
then, of a clear and present danger evident in the former Vice
President Joe Biden’s assertion of a renewal of the American
spirit, when the U.S. is becoming more of a declining union of
states (on the edge of separating from the NATO alliance).

Yet Obama’s belief in the benevolence of it, is all telling.
For it, is not a shared entity but a possessive entity. And to
embody, “it” is to embody a false persona of horror and
excitement -- but yet, harmless and benign in its very
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characteristic and nature. For that persona can be seen in a
debating House of Congress or in President Donald Trump’s
support for far-right wing interests (that are counter to the longterm goals of the corporate sector) but exhibit no immediate
difference to American constitutional politics.

The U.S. crumbling state infrastructure cannot explain the
need for massive U.S. military spending. 10 years of U.S. cultdecision making has made the American presidency a haven for
corporate pensions and dividends. And yet wages have been
relatively stagnant -- since the end of the Bretton Woods
Foundation, and workers’ rights have been curtailed by the
money managers of American corporate capitalism.

While contemporary free trade agreements continue to spur
massive growth in employment and productivity. Yet recurring
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trade disputes make such agreements suspect to ultranationalist
sentiment. Inciting U.S. isolationism and indifference to
international political and corporate interests. But even then
U.S. hegemony remains a key part of its military strategy.

The delirium of the American presidency has been
noticeable. What seems as a fanciful posture to invigorate
American politics -- is instead, an attempt to revitalize political
norms that were place to protect corporate and state power
structures that are no longer of any meaningful justification.

The American presidency may seem altruistic and cohesive
in its composure. But with varying self-interests, the American
presidency makes pragmatic policy-making a demented and
delirious enterprise.
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Pragmatic policy-making that is the product of atypical
decision-making that becomes counter-productive to U.S. longterm strategic and financial interests. But in which such atypical
decision-making may manifest itself as corporate short-term
gains in U.S. policy-decision making.

Hence solidifying the corporate governorship in return for
more executive privilege and power. Igniting a power struggle
between varying self-interests -- within the political
establishment, in an attempt to shape U.S. politics and its global
implications.
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A delirious turning point in modern American political
history. But in which ultra-nationalist sentiment has eluded to
both an irreversible and atypical coup in ideology and praxis.
The permanently declining religious state has become a majority
consensus not only in contemporary radicalism but in global
politics.
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